Hi!
My name is Isabel and I‘m 15 years old. I come from
Bolzano, the beautiful capital of Southtyrol. I go to
school at the FOS „Marie Curie“ with Tourism and
EUREGIO. I can speak German, Italian and English
fluently. I learn French at school so after the fifth
year I hope to speak french fluently as well. My role is
to take pictures and write articles in italian. I love
taking pictures, because you get in contact with many
people and you have the chance to improve your
language-skills. In general I like going on vacations,
meeting new people and getting to know different
cultures!

My name is Janka Vida. I am sixteen years old and I
was born in Hungary. I have been in South Tyrol
(Italy) since I was four years old.
I am interested in languages, travelling and meeting
new people.

The reason why I joined at YPAC is

because this years topic really sounds appealing to me
and I would like to find relatable solutions with the
other YPAC members and I can't wait to get to know
them.

Hi, my name is Evelyn Röggl, I'm sixteen years old and
I come from Natz, a small town near Bressanone, in
South Tyrol, Italy. I'm attending the 3rd grade of the
FOS in Merano. This is my first year being part of
YPAC, I am a delegate of the 4th committee "Youth
participation". I decided to participate in YPAC,
because I'm interested in politics and I think that for a
good future it is important that the youth is informed
and actively stands up for it. It is more than time for
change and I want to be a part of this changing.

My name is Nils Augscheller. I´m 17 years old and my
hometown is Merano. In attending the 3rd grate FOS
Marie Curie in the direction Biotechnologies.
This is my first year at the YPAC. I make part of the
press-team and I’m specialised in social media.
I hope we´ll have a wonderful week.

Hi, I´m Jana Platzgummer a delegate of the Merano
delegation and part of committee 3. I’m 17 years old
and in the 4th form. I really like playing some music
and hanging out in our beautiful nature. I think it's
really important to discuss about the changes that are
happening now and don't regret later that nobodey
cared. I can’t wait to get to know you all, see you
soon here in Merano.

Hello, my name is Elias Berger and I am 18 years old
and from the delegation of Merano. My position in this
years YPAC is the editor in Chief. Personally i think
that the topic from this year is very important, not
only for the young people but for everyone because
everybody has to live with the changes of our earth.

Hi, everybody! 😊My name is Katharina Wimmer and
I’m 18 years old. This year will be my fourth and last
YPAC, because I’ll finish school this summer.
Nevertheless, I’m super excited and it will be my first
time as a member of the press, so my job will be kind
of new for me, too. Beside of being active in our local
youth parliament and the YPAC, I enjoy being out in
nature, reading and of course spending a lot of time
with my friends! Furthermore, I am really interested in

Hi, I'm Armando Xoxi from the delegation of Merano.
I'm 18 and this year I'll be Platform Future and
delegate for the 1. Committee Ecology. I really like
biology and that's why I chose this topic. During my
free time i really like to go in the nature or to read.

I am Alexander and I am fifteen years old. I live in a
little village called Pfelders. The village is 40
kilometers away from Merano. This is the first year I
participate on the YPAC. I have chosen to go to the
press group and being a member of it, because I very
like to write and I like to work with social media like
Instagram. I think the topic: “how to cope with climate
change” is well chosen, because we have to do
something for our future. I am looking forward to
meet some new people and I hope I will create new
international friendships.

Hello! My name is Martina Patzleiner, I’m 15 years old
and I’m from Toblach. Toblach is in the west of South
Tyrol, exactly in Pustertal, that’s why I’m from
Monday to Friday in a student home. At the YPAC I’ll
work in the press group as a writer because I love
writing and I think that I can meet many new people
from other countries, I can learn something new and
I’ll improve my English.

My name is Sophia and I am sixteen years old.
I‘m from a small town near Merano (it's called
Marlengo).I am very interested in politics,
human rights, current topics wich cause
problems and I like to talk about deep things.
It's the first time that I participate at the
YPAC. I have chosen to be a press member,
because I like to write articles and to be close
to the occurence. I'm especially looking
forward to meet some new people and I hope
we will have a lot of fun together and gain
new experiences.

Hi, my name is Vittoria Zamperoni. I'm sixteen years
old and I'm from Bassano del Grappa, Italy. This is my
second year doing ypac and I'm a delegate in C4 . I
really enjoy singing, reading books , acting and also
studying languages , such as english , french and
Korean

I am Gloria Costa, I am 17 years old and I come from
Bassano del Grappa, Italy, where I am attending Liceo
“G. B. Brocchi”. This is going to be my second YPAC
and I am going to participate as a delegate. I was
introduced to YPAC last year, when a teacher who is
one of the project representatives invited me to take
part in it. One thing that I really enjoy about YPAC is
getting to know new people. In my opinion, the
opportunity of speaking English (a language that I
really like) with so many students from different
countries is what makes this project so rich and
important for the development of ideas.

My name is Leonardo and I’m 18 years old. I attend the
Liceo Brocchi in Bassano del Grappa and I’m in the last
year. That’s my third YPAC and I’m going to be a
Platform Future delegate this year. My course of study
is focused on Humanities, but my favorite subject is
actually Maths. In my spare time I do athletics and
play the piano. Once a week I also meet with a boy
scout group. Next year I’m going to study Economic
and Management at university. I like challenges and
I’m open-minded, always ready to accept new ideas.

My name is Alice Andrea Dall’Alba and I’m seventeen
years old. I’m from Breganze a small town near
Bassano del Grappa. I’m currently attending Liceo G.B.
Brocchi and more specifically the traditional scientific
course. In my free time I like listening to music and
walking my dog .I first beacame interested in YPAC
when it was hosted in my hometown and my teacher
told my class about it. This year is my first time
taking part in YPAC . I am the press rapresentative of
my delegation. After school I would love to study
medicine or genetics.

I'm Allyson Obber from Bassano del Grappa. I'm 18 and
in my last year of high school, which is the classical
gymnasium (it means we focus on Humanities, like
Latin and Ancient Greek). This is my fourth and last
time participating in YPAC, now as a President. I love
debating and discussion of any kind, which is part of
the reason why I like this project so much (this,
combined with the real-life effects and the attention
to the environment). I also adore languages and
philosophy.

My name is Matilde Pellizzari and I’m 16 years old, so
I’m in the third class in the Liceo Classico G.B. Brocchi.
I’ve never participated at the YPAC before, so I’m
really excited about this new experience. My English
teacher has talked to me a lot about this project and I
found it a great opportunity for me. I have the role of
delegate of Committee 2 into the YPAC, but I haven’t
taken part in the preparations. I have a lot of
interests: I love playing the violin, the piano and the
guitar and I really like dancing, acting and writing
songs. I don’t know exactly what I will do in the
future, but I want to go to university to study a
scientific subject like chemistry or biology and I really
want to study in a music academic course.

Hi, I’m Elisa Trentin and I’m 17 years old.
I’m participating to the YPAC project for the first
time as a delegate for the 3rd committee.
As for my hobbies I really like reading, drawing
and baking; I’m also an historical reenactor.
I’m not much of a sporty person, but I enjoy
hiking and I’m a fencer. In the future I would like
to continue studying at university (probably
History or Botany) and move to northern Europe.

